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Abstract: This paper discusses the user and technical requirements in designing smart 

garments for biomedical monitoring in several and very different applications: in hospital 

settings, during activities of daily living (ADL), sport and fitness, home care, working 

environments. Anthropometric and gender considerations are to be included into design as 

well as textile requirements like elasticity, washability and chemical agents effects for 

preserving sensors' efficacy and reliability, and assuring the proper duration of the product 

for the complete life cycle. Physiological issues are mainly due to skin conductance (and 

related operations: cleaning, scrubbing the external layer of dead skin cells, the presence of 

hair - especially in male subjects), skin tolerance and irritation, and the effect of sweat and 

perspiration. All these factors strongly affect the design and technical choices (materials in 

particular) but aesthetical requirements are proved to be crucial as well as comfort and 

wearability. For this aspect, user's age, target application, and fashion trend could not be 

ignored, because they determine the final success of the wearable monitoring approach. 
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1. Introduction 

The 2015–2025 decade has been elected the “Wearable Era” for the diffusion and incidence of new 

miniaturized and wearable products and related services in our life. Most of these systems are dedicated 

at collecting and process data form our body and for this reason they are often considered Health related 

devices. Wearable Health Systems (WHS) or Wearable Biomedical Systems (WBS) are integrated 

systems on body-worn platforms like wrist-worn devices or even biomedical clothes, offering pervasive 
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solutions for continuous health status monitoring though non-invasive biomedical, biochemical and 

physical measurements [1]. 

The main fields of application are Medicine, Life Style monitoring and Sport analysis (including 

fitness). The first device generation are a plurality of small devices to be worn but the arriving 2.0 

generation tries to embed sensors and systems in our natural interface towards the external world: Our 

garments (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. The 1.0 and 2.0 generation of wearable sensors. 

In clinical settings WBS would enable monitoring of patients over extensive periods of time, and they 

can be proposed to offer affordable and interactive healthcare, anyplace, anytime for anyone which is 

the future of healthcare. Clinical application are probably the higher level ones but matching these 

requirements a downgrade towards lifestyle or sport monitoring is possible [1–10]. 

Despite the imagined simplicity in doing wearable systems and specifically sensing garments, a great 

variety of requirements has to be taken into account. Even in their single obviousness or simplicity in 

some cases, all of these features or specifications are essentials: sensors and actuators, materials, 

communication (usually wireless), power supply and management, processing technique (onboard/on 

external devices, off line/real-time), GUI, algorithms for signal processing, connectors, washability and 

related stability of sensors, body positions and wearability (tasks, sensors, anthropometry…), elasticity 

and adherence of the supporting platform (garments or belts, or adhesive patch or other), ect.. 

This paper tries to discuss the most significant aspects to design a sensing wearable platform, in 

particular related to sensors for physiological signals monitoring. 

2. Wearable System Design: Requirements 

In design wearable systems, we can divide the specifications in two main macro-areas: technological 

issues and design issues. To the first class belong the requirements related to technology (sensing 

principle and corresponding sensor implementation, materials and their properties, data transmission, 

power supply, processing and related algorithms); the second category comprehends specifically 

physical and design related factors such as anthropometry and gender issues, GUI, body positions and 

wearability, elasticity and adherence of the body fixing element or of the garments. 
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3.1. Technological Specifications of Wearable Systems. 

Wearable systems are mainly dedicated to non-invasive biosignals (invasive measurements applied 

to biomedical devices and form strictly medical purposes) that can be collected onto the body surface 

(usually the skin or the hair) through specific sensors accordingly designed and built on the physical 

nature of the signal to be measured [11]. We can distinguish mainly among bioelectric (ECG, EMG, 

EEG, EOG, ENG, and some others), thermal (temperature and its map on the body surface), mechanical 

(motion of body segments, pressure at the human surface interface), optical (SpO2 or NIRS 

measurements) or chemical (sweat composition, inhaled/exhaled air composition) signals (a simplified 

map is reported in Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. A simplified map of the biosignals to be measured from the human body through 

wearables systems. 

All of these measures requires the sensor to be closely and firmly in contact with the body and without 

moving over the skin. For bioelectric signals, sensors are electrodes: in the 2.0 vision these electrodes 

are constituted by textile conductive parts embedded into clothes is specific positions. The traditional 

adhesive Ag/AgCl electrodes placed directly onto the body in specific positions and with a connecting 

snap and are non-polarized electrodes as they allow current to pass across the interface between the 

electrolyte and the electrode [12]. Non-polarized electrodes are better than polarized electrodes in terms 

of their rejection of motion artifacts and their response to defibrillation currents. Instead textile electrodes 

(sometimes also called textrodes) belong to the polarized electrodes class; they are a textile structure 

constituted of electrically conductive yarns which may be used in direct contact with the skin. Textrodes 

are made of textile yarns with electrical properties: a) Metal yarns, i.e. yarns containing conductive fibers 

like stainless steel, copper or silver mixed with natural or synthetic fibers; b) Yarns containing  

electro-conductive fibers like polymeric or carbon coated threads [13]. The main advantage of dry 

textrodes is the non-irritating and integrating qualities. A disadvantage is the poor skin/electrode contact 

which is translated into the dedicated design of the embedding garment and/or higher demands on the 

electronic circuit. Therefore the analogue front-end had to be redesigned and optimised. Additionally 

perspiration or wetting “storage” capability could help the quality of the skin-electrode contact. This 
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effect could be obtained thanks to small sponge under the sensing surface or filling the space underneath 

the sensor with hydrophilic yarns; this process also produces a convex sensor surface increasing the skin 

contact pressure so helping the sensor to stay in a fixed position onto the skin itself. The following table 1 

summarizes the materials used in textrodes with Pros and Cons. 

Table 1. Materials for textile electrodes and related properties. 

Material Merits Demerits 

Conductive rubber 
High conductivity, easy to shape, 

cheap 
Poor flexibility and permeability 

to air and liquid 

Silver-coated polymer foam 
High conductivity, easy to shape, 

flexible, antibacterial 

Poor washability and permeability 
to air and liquid, possible 

oxidation 

Metal-coated or sputtered fabrics High conductivity, fabric material 
Poor washability, possible 

oxidation 

Woven  metal fabric 
Controlled conductivity, fabric 

material 
Difficult to handle, skin irritation, 

low elasticity 
Woven conductive polymer fabric Fabric material, elasticity Low conductivity 

Carbon yarns 
High mechanical resistance, high 

thermal insulation 
Average conductivity, skin 

irritation, low elasticity 

Stainless steel yarns 
High conductivity, no skin 

interaction 
Low elasticity, high weight 

The choice of the material strongly determine also requirements like elasticity, washability and 

chemical agents effects for preserving sensors' efficacy and reliability, and assuring the proper duration 

of the product for the complete life cycle. This is crucial for sensor reliability or to identify a re-calibration 

procedure to be carried out at preset times to maintain the required accuracy in measurements. 

 

Figure 3. A description and an example of capacitance sensor built with conductive fabric. 

The choice of the material for sensors also influence the quality and the effects of the skin-sensor 

contact and interface. Physiological issues are mainly due to skin conductance (and related operations: 

cleaning, scrubbing the external layer of dead skin cells, the presence of hair—especially in male 

subjects), skin tolerance and irritation, and the effect of sweat and perspiration. Traditional adhesive 

electrodes are always used in combination with Ag/AgCl gel to establish a good conductive contact with 

the skin, consequently improving the output signal. However, many patients experience some discomfort 

since this electrogel may cause skin irritation and softening. These inconveniences impose restrictions 
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on the use of this kind of electrode for long-term monitoring. Using textrodes can overcome these 

limitations because the textile material is in direct contact with the skin hence making electrogel 

unnecessary and the same effect is obtained after few minutes thanks to the sweat (perspiration). In fact 

in textrodes usage, the influence of sweat is experienced as a benefit since it is an electrolyte thus 

improving the conductivity of the electrical signal towards the electrode. 

Textile structures containing electroconductive material, are useful as strain gauges when they are 

carefully engineered and characterized; in this case they are suitable for measuring mechanically induced 

elongations (from motion of body structures) and with proper calibration they can provide satisfying 

accuracy in measuring breathing parameters or joints’ movements (Figure 4). 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 4. (a) A model of a textile strain gauge and the related description. (b) A sensorized 

t-shirt for monitoring respiration through textile strain gauges at thorax and abdominal level. 

(c) the comparison of the signals from the textile sensor and the pneumotachograph (gold 

standard technique): ~5% air volume overestimation at peaks. 

3.2. Design Specifications of Wearable Systems. 

In designing wearable sensor anthropometric and gender considerations are the first ones to be 

included into design. 
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Anthropometry is the discipline dealing with the measurement of physical features of the human body 

and their differences related to age, gender, lifestyle and ethnicity as inter-subject variability factors, or 

even time (from circadian to long period) and external environment (e.g. microgravity as extreme 

condition) as intra-subjective factors [14]. Designing garments for man and woman have obvious 

different requirements for shape and fit not only for their different dimension but also for the daily task 

the users have to do. This aspect determine the best sensors’ placement: for example if the most used 

electrode configuration for heart electrical activity monitoring is the 2-sensors setup on the right and on 

the left side of the chest in correspondence of the 10th rib, if the subject performs important upper limbs 

movements during the monitoring period, EMG artefacts produced by pectoral muscles could 

significantly affect the quality and the reliability of the ECG signal. Thus a transversal electrode 

configuration could be recommendable and specific sensing garment design required (Figure 5). Its 

specific and modulated elasticity along the different part of the garment is needed to assure a good 

sensor-skin contact and to minimize their movements over the skin during the recording [15]. This 

phenomenon known also as skin motion artifact in biomechanical analysis applied to wearable 

monitoring as well and its avoidance or minimization is crucial to have a good signal for most of the 

measuring time. Because of the intrinsic weakness of the potential of the heart measurable at the skin 

(0.5–2 mV), a close contact between electrodes and skin is of major importance. Therefore elasticity of 

the garment is a highly required property, improving close fitting of the suit around the thorax. 

Modulated elasticity is obtained by proper choice of elastic yarns and/or by design, and they determine 

also comfort and wearability of the garments itself. Wearability is crucial for weak users (e.g., elderly, 

patient under rehabilitation, …) for autonomous operations and repeatable sensors inter-session 

repositioning to achieve a reliable monitoring. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. (a) The standard sensor position for ECG measurements for the reduced 5 leads 

setup. (b) a transversal ECG sensors setup to avoid pectoralis muscles artefacts (C7 = in 

correspondence of the 7th cervical vertebra, XP = in correspondence of the xiphoid process). 

All these factors are to be integrated with aesthetical requirements are proved to be crucial as well as. 

For this aspect, user's age, target application, and fashion trend could not be ignored, because they 

determine the final success of the wearable monitoring approach. Being in close contact with the skin 

the garment is usually the underwear, so that color, material (cotton vs technical fabrics), fitting, the 
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choice of substituting or integrating own underwear (this specifically applies to elderly women that often 

prefer a sensorized belt to be worn in parallel and with their traditional bra despite to have a new 

integrated solution) are fundamental aspects to be included in the system design. 

Gemperle et al. [16] analyzed the wearability requirements for hardware systems that have been 

formalized in a 13-points guideline here reported: (1). Placement (where on the body it should go);  

(2). Form Language (defining the shape); (3). Human Movement (consider the dynamic structure);  

(4). Proxemics (human perception of space); (5). Sizing (for body size diversity); (6). Attachment (fixing 

forms to the body); (7). Containment (considering what’s inside the form); (8). Weight (as its spread 

across the human body); (9). Accessibility (physical access to the forms); (10). Sensory Interaction (for 

passive or active input); (11). Thermal (issues of heat next to the body) (12). Aesthetics (perceptual 

appropriateness); (13). Long-term Use (effects on the body and mind). 

3. Discussion and Conclusions 

The future of healthcare is based on the development of new technologies and systems for a more 

accurate, personalized and widespread diagnosis and treatment of pathologies [1]. Among the most 

relevant innovations, Personal Health Systems (PHS) are a recent concept (late 1990s), that are 

completely changing the way in which healthcare is provided. PHS have been designed to place the 

individual citizen/patient in the center of the healthcare delivery process. They allow citizens/patients to 

have more responsibility in managing their own health and interacting, whenever is necessary, with care 

providers. In doing so, PHS aim to bring benefits to citizens and health authorities alike: First, by 

improving the quality of care for the individuals themselves; second, by containing the rising healthcare 

costs through proper and efficient use of technological capabilities [1,17].  

Wearable Biomedical Systems (WBS) are a specific category of PHS: in particular, they can be 

defined as integrated systems on a wearable platform (in the sense of clothing or devices attachable to 

the human body) and can offer solutions for continuous monitoring by measuring non-invasive 

biomedical, biochemical and physical parameters. Continuous monitoring with early detection of 

anomalies has likely the potential to provide patients with an increased level of confidence, which in 

turn may improve the quality of life. In addition, ambulatory monitoring will allow patients to engage in 

practicing normal activities of daily life, rather than staying at home or close to specialized medical 

services. Thus WBS are an ideal platform for multi-parametric non-intrusive monitoring of health status, 

thus providing a remote primary and secondary prevention. In this way it is possible to obtain the early 

diagnosis and management of several diseases (in particular cardiovascular and / or respiratory, but also 

metabolic pathologies and physical rehabilitation), but also to support elderly and disabled people. 

WBS are used to measure a variety of biological signals, including heart rate (or even ECG tracks), 

electrical cerebral activity (EEG), respiration, blood gases saturation, body accelerations, and many 

others. For example, in case the necessity is to guarantee a general monitoring of physiological 

parameters, a good balance between system’s complexity and user’s compliance might be obtained by a 

wearable device monitoring 1 or 2 ECG leads, breathing parameters (rate but also in/expiration times 

and volumes), and global motion (through one or more 3-axial accelerometers or IMUs). 

In this paper we have presented some issues related to the design of these systems with specific 

reference to technological and human factors requirements. One focus are textile electrodes that are the 
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main sensor for bioelectric signals (e.g. ECG, EMG, and EEG) and that have been often integrated in 

wearable systems to replace the standard adhesive silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) electrodes which are 

not suitable for long term continuous monitoring for skin irritation problems. 

One critical issue that it often left at the end of the design process is the connection between the 

electronic part and the textile component/sensor. There is the need of a strong and stable connection 

between the two parts for have a good signal quality during its recording. In some cases, when the 

number of contacts is low (2 or 3 at maximum) a direct connection through stainless steel nickel free 

snap buttons could be provided. But with an increasing complexity a dedicate connector possibly 

integrating flexible PCB or flexible/rigid PCB technology has to be thought. This is the best way to 

optimize the interface between textile and hardware components without compromising the flexibility 

and easy wearability of the overall system. This requirement allows to respect the methodological 

approach pursued by wearable systems: non intrusiveness, i.e., a process that does not affect user 

behavior and is completely transparent to him/her during his/her own daily activities. Only in this case 

we will obtain actual wearable 2.0 generation system for our health. 
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